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Abstract
The proto-runtime toolkit has been used to implement the run-
time behavior of several parallel languages, including StarSs, Reo,
PRDSL, and HWSim. As detailed in the respective papers, each
language’s runtime system is high performance on multiple NUMA
multi-core architectures, yet required mere days to create, as op-
posed to the typical months for that level of performance. Other
approaches can provide similar low implementation effort, but suf-
fer from poor performance, or can provide similar performance,
but suffer from orders of magnitude more effort. Proto-runtime
alone provides both high performance and low effort. In addi-
tion, it makes specialization, for high performance on different
multi-core configurations, effortless, and adds debugging and per-
formance monitoring features to the languages. In a nutshell, the
proto-runtime approach provides advantages for fast implementa-
tion of the runtime system, performance-portability of the runtime
code across hardware, and adds elusive debugging facilities to any
execution model.

Here we describe the theory of the approach and the core archi-
tecture of its implementation on coherent shared memory hardware
platforms.

1. Background and Motivation
Parallel behavior requires creating units of work and managing
when it is safe to execute them, and then assigning the work units to
hardware resources. For example, creating threads that call block-
ing constructs, then managing when they can be unblocked. Some
languages perform much of the management statically at compile
time, such as high performance versions of Fortran. However, most
parallel languages and execution models require the management
to be performed during the run as the computation evolves. This is
done inside a runtime system.

The management of when it is safe to execute work is overhead
which uses CPU cycles but doesn’t directly perform work. Both

[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]

language aspects and hardware aspects are involved in this manage-
ment. In order to reduce it to an absolute minimum, the hardware
aspects of the management have to be carefully considered, the im-
plementation then tested across a variety of application patterns,
and then tuned. This consumes considerable effort, often multiple
months for each hardware platform targeted.

Essentially only three strategies have existed for obtaining such
a runtime system: 1) build on top of a lower-level runtime system
such as OS threads; 2) start from scratch and build a full custom
system using hardware atomic operations; or 3) start with an exist-
ing custom runtime and modify it. In the first approach, moderately
low effort is required, but the final system suffers from high over-
head. In the second two approaches, high effort is required in order
to push the overhead down to low levels.

We propose a fourth alternative, which is to modularize the
construction of runtime systems. In this approach, a language’s
runtime system is built as one module that implements the lan-
guage semantics. This is then plugged in to a separately developed
reusable module that implements the hardware specific aspects of
the runtime system. The reusable hardware-encapsulating module
is called aproto-runtime core controller. It encapsulates most of
the hardware-specific details, and also provides a number of ser-
vices for use by the plugged in language module. The approach
provides the elusive combination of both low effort and also low
overhead.

A proto-runtime core controller can be thought of as a normal
runtime, but with two key pieces removed and replaced by an
interface. One piece replaced is the logic of the language constructs,
and the other piece is an algorithm for choosing which work to
assign to a free core.

We claim the following benefits of the proto-runtime approach,
each of which is supported in the indicated section of the paper:

• The proto-runtime approach modularizes the runtime (§3).

• The modularization cleanly separates hardware related runtime
internals from the language-specific logic (§3, §??).

• The modularization gives the language control over timing and
placement of executing work (§3).

• The modularization selectively exposes hardware aspects rele-
vant to performance. If the language takes advantage of this,
it can result in reduced communication between cores and in-
creased application performance (§ ).
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Similar control over hardware is not possible when the lan-
guage is built on top of a package like Posix threads or TBB,
which have their own work-to-hardware assignment (§8).

• Multiple parallel languages can be used together in the applica-
tion, intimately inter mixing constructs without interfering.

• The modularization results in reduced effort to implement a
new language’s runtime behavior, and in reduced time to port
a language to new hardware (§3, §7.3).

Sequential thinking simplifies implementing the language
logic. It is enabled by the proto-runtime protecting shared
internal runtime state and presenting the illusion of a single
core programming model to the language (§??).

The proto-runtime provides common services for all lan-
guages to (re)use, which saves the language implementor
from that effort. Services may include debugging facilities,
automated verification, concurrency handling, dynamic per-
formance measurements for use in assignment and auto-
tuning, and so on (§ ).

Low level hardware aspects are hidden inside the proto-
runtime module, freeing the language implementor from
learning them (§1).

Performance-tuning of the runtime internals takes place in-
side the proto-runtime, and is reused by the languages (§).

• Modularization with similar benefits does not appear possible
when using a package such as Posix threads or TBB, unless
the package itself is modified and then used according to the
patterns underlying proto-runtime (§8).

• A measure of future-proofing is provided by proto-runtime be-
cause the underlying patterns are generic (§??, §??), and should
hold for future architectures. Plugins are reused, although per-
formance related updates to the plugins may be desired.

?Runtime Systems:
big picture, the problem
Modularization: top level solution
Tie-point: concept to enable soln
Implementing Lang: top level how to use PRT
Measurements: Is it real?
Future work
The paper is organized as follows: We first expand on the prob-

lems encountered by runtime implementers(§2), and current strate-
gies they use(§2.3). We then move on to an overview of the proto-
runtime approach, including terminology(§3), followed by the ab-
stract model that enables modularizing a runtime system (§4). We
discuss how to use the proto-runtime toolkit to create a language’s
runtime system (§5) then give internal details of the proto-runtime
system implementation for coherent shared memory (§6) . We then
show overhead measurements (§7.1) and implementation time mea-
surements (§7.3 ), which indicate that the proto-runtime approach
is performance competitive while significantly reducing implemen-
tation effort. With that understanding in hand, we then compare the
approach to related work (§8), and finally, we highlight the main
conclusions drawn from the research (§9).

2. The Problem
The problem being solved is the high effort that is required to
create a low overhead runtime system that also has rich features
and enables high performance placement of work. A part of this
problem is the high effort expended to keep the overhead low
on multiple hardware platforms, which requires re-tuning and re-
architecting the runtime system on each target hardware platform.

We wish a much lower effort way to create the first runtime and
a lower effort way to port it to the various hardware platforms. In
order to gain the lower effort, we are willing to sacrifice a small
amount of overhead, say a maximum of 50% extra overhead per
runtime call versus the most carefully hand-tuned “bare metal”
version.

2.1 Functionality to be implemented

To get a handle on how to reduce the effort, we take a closer look
at where that effort goes. The main functions of a runtime system
for a parallel language are: creating units of work; managing when
each unit is free to begin execution; and choosing what hardware
resource performs each unit of work.

By ‘unit of work’ we mean the trace of instructions that execute
between successive interactions with the runtime system. One kind
of unit is a task, which runs to completion after being started. The
start of the task is one interaction, and the end of the task causes
the second interaction with the runtime system. If the work inside
invokes any runtime system functionality then it ceases to be a
task type of unit. The second kind of unit of work is the trace of
instructions that execute in a suspendable virtual processor (VP),
otherwise know as a “thread”, between runtime system interactions.
For example, say a thread is created, then performs some work, then
calls a synchronization construct. The work that happens between
creation and that synchronization call is one work unit. Hence, a
work unit is represented either by the meta-state of a not-yet-started
task, or by the meta-state of a suspended virtual processor.

In order to manage when a work unit is free to execute and
where to execute it, there must be a system that keeps track of the
state of each unit of work, and the state of each hardware resource.
This system has a global aspect because it involves the ability for
any work to potentially execute on any appropriate hardware re-
source. Hence, when one core’s work causes a change in constraint
state, that change needs to be communicated to the other cores in
some fashion, and trigger processing that change on those cores.

For example, when one core executes a mutex release, that ex-
ecution causes a change in the mutex data structure. That change
has to be propagated to the other cores, in case one of them has a
blocked acquire operation that is waiting. The state of the mutex
data structure is considered constraint state, and the change caused
by the release is a change in constraint state that must be propa-
gated, then trigger calculating any consequences of the change.

2.2 Why this functionality requires high effort

This global management of constraint state and work placement ac-
counts for the majority of the runtime overhead of simple parallel
constructs. It has three aspects: 1) computing the changes in con-
straint state; 2) communicating the state change and maintaining
consistent state across the cores; and 3) triggering management of
the consequences of a given change. The first is language specific,
while the second two are hardware specific. In fact, the second and
third, communication, consistency, and triggering, are largely inde-
pendent of details of the language’s parallel constructs. This fact
forms the basis of the modularization proposed in this paper.

In particular, on shared memory hardware the constraint state
may be held in shared data structures that are then protected by
one or more locks. It is the overhead of acquiring these locks
and moving the constraint data through the memory system that
composes the majority of the hardware-specific portion of global
management of constraint state.

The details of the lowest overhead way to perform this global
management often change, from one hardware platform to the next.
The details include both the high level way the state is managed,
and also parameter values used inside that. For example, on a
multi socket system, the constraint state may be replicated, with a
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separate copy for each socket, while prefetch instructions are used
in combination with a fast context switch scheme to hide the latency
of communicating the updates among sockets.

Such details are difficult to debug and require deep knowledge
of the behavior of very low level aspects of the hardware, down
to the level of memory consistency model, coherence protocol,
and number of set-ways in the cache. In addition, several kinds
of patterns must be tested. For example, some applications will
have good constraint update locality, while others will cause high
global traffic of constraint state updates moving between cores. The
chosen scheme must be tuned to perform well on all significant
patterns. Both, the low level nature and the variety of patterns, make
finding the lowest overhead approach on given hardware very time
consuming.

Unfortunately, even small changes in hardware require repeat-
ing the experiments and tweaking the parameters used in the imple-
mentation. One often discovers during this process that more exten-
sive changes need to be made in order to get the lowest overhead.
As a result, not only must significant effort be expended on the
first implementation of the runtime, but each hardware platform re-
quires yet more effort to be expended in repeating experiments and
tweaking. In the age of increasing variety of chips, including Intel
Phi, SCC, Tilera, Adapteva, Kalray, and so on, such effort poses a
high barrier.

2.3 Strategies for obtaining a runtime system

As stated in the introduction, we see four strategies for obtaining
a runtime system: 1) build on top of a lower-level runtime system
such as OS threads; 2) start from scratch and build a full custom
system using hardware atomic operations; or 3) start with an ex-
isting custom runtime and modify it. The fourth, which we intro-
duce in this paper, is to use a modularized runtime-implementation-
toolkit and implement just the language specific modules.

Perhaps the most obvious way of implementing a runtime sys-
tem is to build on top of an existing low-level runtime system such
as pthreads, TBB, and so on. In this case, the implementor uses
constructs from the lower level system to manage constraint state
within the higher-level system. This approach insulates the lan-
guage implementor from hardware details. Unfortunately, the run-
time systems used as a base are not designed with creation of higher
level runtimes in mind. As a result, they insulate in such a way as
to cause high overhead. In effect, two separate levels of constraint
state management are taking place, the higher level uses lower level
constructs to manage its constraint state, and those lower level con-
structs in turn have their own internal constraint state management.

The result is high overhead for this approach. As the measure-
ments in§??show, the overhead is on the order of 5x to 100x higher
than a well tuned system. In addition, the placement of work is con-
trolled by the lower level, so the higher level loses control, which
hurts data locality and application performance. Not only that, but
the execution model exposed by the lower level is often incom-
patible with the execution model of the higher level, which makes
implementation awkward. Lastly, some hardware details still find
their way into the higher level, such as number of threads to keep
in a thread pool, which forces rewrites when the target hardware
platform changes.

The second strategy is to write your own runtime system from
scratch, on top of hardware atomic instructions. This gives the most
freedom to trim overhead to a minimum, but comes at the cost
of having to do that careful detailed crafting on each hardware
platform. It can take 3 to 6 months just to tune a runtime system
for a new target platform.

The third strategy involves the code of existing runtime systems,
which generally falls into one of two categories: either highly
complex monolithic code such as Nanos [], or very simple code

such as libGomp []. In general, attempting to modify complex
monolithic code can end up costing more time than just starting
from scratch. This is even more true for code with the low level
non-obvious characteristics of a runtime system, where odd things
are often done for reasons of hardware structure, but are rarely
explained in the code. In contrast, simple runtime systems are,
indeed, easy to modify, but that simplicity means they haven’t been
tuned for low overhead. Hence, one either pays high effort or else
high overhead. Neither approach gives both low effort and also low
overhead.

The fourth strategy is the one we introduce here, which is to
modularize the runtime system. In this case, someone other than
the language implementor performs the high effort of tuning the
hardware specific portion. The different language implementors
then inherit this effort, along with the low overhead it brings. The
hardware module exports a single, globally consistent, constraint
state, which sequentializes access to the shared constraint state.
This means that the implementor uses sequential thinking when
writing the code for their constructs’ behavior, reducing mental
effort significantly.

3. Our Proposal
This and the next two sections fill in the details of our proposal. We
ask the reader for their patience, due to the circular nature of the
concepts. We break the circle by iterating. We repeat descriptions
multiple times, focusing on different aspects and inserting addi-
tional mental connections each time. Things that seem abstract and
vague at the first mention will be clarified once enough structure
has been introduced to provide a context within which to clarify.
When frustrated by unclear words, the reader may trust that clarifi-
cation will come further along, once circular dependencies within
the explanation process have been satisfied.

We propose defining a modularization of parallel runtimes that
consists of three modules, as seen in Fig. 1. One module, called the
proto-runtime core controller,encapsulates the low-level hardware
details involved with protecting constraint state, communicating it
between CPU cores, and triggering processing of consequences
of the change. It presents a generic interface that simplifies the
language specific modules, which are seen at the top. The language
implementor then supplies the top two modules. One implements
the semantics of parallel constructs, and sees the constraint state as
if it had exclusive access, allowing the implementation to be written
as if it were sequential code (as explained further later). The other
module embodies an algorithm for choosing which work to assign
to which hardware resource. It is handed free cores by the proto-
runtime and chooses which work to execute on each (also expanded
on later). These modules plug in via the interface.

The interface has a standard, basic, portion that remains con-
stant, no matter which hardware platform it is implemented on top
of. Extensions are added, which expose generic, simplified, aspects
of hardware that the language needs to be aware of. An extension
is added for distributed memory, and performance related special-
izations are added for certain classes of hardware. Tuning related to
low level hardware variations is still hidden below the interface. On
a given hardware target, all languages reuse the given implementa-
tion of the interface.

There are a number of specialization extensions to the interface,
one for any group of hardware that has similar performance-related
features. Taking advantage of an extension is optional. All exten-
sions have the same basic pattern, which exposes data locality and
movement related information. Their purpose is to enable the As-
signer to make better choices of work placement. The quality of a
choice is determined in large part by the amount of communication
triggered by the placement. For example, if a result exists on node
1, and task A uses that result, then less communication is triggered
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Figure 1: How the proto-runtime approach modularizes the imple-
mentation of a runtime system. The three pieces are the proto-
runtime core controller, an implementation of the language con-
struct behaviors, and an implementation of the assignment algo-
rithm that chooses which work is assigned to which CPU core.

if task A is assigned to node 1. However, in general, placement de-
cisions also depend upon criticality of a work unit, in addition to
the communication triggered by data consumed by the work, and
by results sent to future work units.

A given specialization extension is created for any group of
hardware that shares similar performance relevant structure. Such
an extension only exposes abstracted hardware features. For exam-
ple, the extension for coherent shared memory conveys the memory
hierarchy, including cache sizes and hit and miss times, in a graph
that exposes which caches are shared by which descendant cores.
One project in progress uses this to estimate total time to fetch the
data consumed within a given work unit.

3.1 Components of the Proto-Runtime Eco System

Figure 2: The components that are collected under the title ‘proto-
runtime eco system’

To give a high level view, and to get our terminology straight,
Figure 2 shows all things related to the words ‘proto-runtime’.
We call this collection theproto-runtime eco system. It includes a
formal model called thetie-point model that provides the concepts

used to elegantly break a parallel runtime system into modules.
Additionally, we see a toolkit, which is the collection of header
files and source code that is made use of by a language implementor
during development of the modules for their runtime system, and
also by application developers. Next, we see many versions of
the proto-runtime core controller, one for each hardware platform,
each distributed as a dynamic library. Finally, we see that each
language supplies a small number of versions of their runtime
system implementations, one for each group of hardware for which
it chooses to take advantage of the performance extension. Each
version is distributed as a dynamic library.

At the left, we see a given machine. This depicts that a particular
implementation of the core controller library is installed onto the
machine, as is a particular dynamic library for each language. Later,
application executables will be installed, and will dynamically link
to whatever core controller and language libraries it finds. This is
how an executable can be compiled in a generic way, then during
a run automatically link up to the highly tuned runtime system for
the hardware it happens to be executing on.

Not depicted is the active system that exists during a run, called
theproto-runtime system.The proto-runtime system can be thought
of as an independent operating system that runs in user space. It
asks the host OS to give it control over the hardware, then internally
makes its own equivalent of threads and manages suspending and
resuming those, and distributing them among the cores.

The proto-runtime system consists of internal bookkeeping state
plus instances of the core controller, and whatever native OS ob-
jects are required to gain control. For coherent shared memory mul-
ticore machine running Linux, there is an OS thread created for
each core and pinned to it. A core controller instance runs in each
thread, but never uses any OS thread constructs. Rather it makes
its own internal equivalent to threads and swaps out the OS thread
context, as explained later.

The system is started by the application, by making a call, which
is implemented inside the proto-runtime toolkit. Once the system
has started, a proto-process can be started inside the system, which
executes application code that is written in terms of proto-runtime
implemented languages.

A valuable benefit of this approach is that all language run-
times plug into the same core controller instances (which are cre-
ated when the proto-runtime system is started) so they have a
common element to their runtime systems. This fact has been ex-
ploited, allowing multiple languages to automatically inter-operate
and their constructs to be intimately intermixed within application
code without penalty. This proves especially valuable for parallel
libraries, allowing applications to call library functions written in
different languages, without the languages’ runtime systems fight-
ing over the hardware resources and so hurting performance.

Another benefit is that debugging facilities are included in the
core controller and thereby inherited into the language. For ex-
ample, the record and replay feature allows the chance to capture
the scheduling choices that led to an erroneous result and replay
them, while single stepping and inspecting memory contents. This
proves especially valuable for declarative languages, which are no-
toriously difficult to debug. This feature gives them reproducibility
and the chance to single step through their parallel execution in a
controlled way.

3.2 Top level

To use proto-runtime languages within an application, the proto-
runtime system is first started, via the PRstart() call. Then one or
more processes are created via the PRcreateprocess(seedFn) call.
The seedFn (seed function) is the equivalent of the familiar ‘main’
function, which is the entry point of the proto-runtime based por-
tion of the application. The proto-runtime system creates a given
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process with exactly one VP in it. The VP is born running the seed
function, and starts executing as soon as the process creation com-
pletes. The seed function then proceeds to use language constructs
to create VPs and tasks, which execute the work of the application.

3.3 Language organization

A language’s runtime behavior is broken into three parts, which are
compiled together into a dynamic library, as seen in Fig. 3. The first
part defines the API that is available to be called by application
code. It consists of functions that are just thin wrappers, called
thewrapper library. These only package information, then context
switch the core over to the proto-runtime context and jump to the
core controller. The second and third parts are the modules that
execute inside the proto-runtime context. Together, these two are
called thelanguage pluginor just plugin. This is where the behavior
of the language constructs is implemented, as well as the algorithm
for choosing which work to start next on a given free core.

Figure 3: The language’s runtime behavior is implemented in three
separate pieces which are compiled together into a dynamic library.

3.4 How modularization is made possible

So, the question comes up, how, exactly, do you modularize a par-
allel runtime? What does one expose to the implementor of a syn-
chronization construct? One must choose the primitive operations
that are used to implement a synchronization construct. Atomic
hardware instructions are too low level. We desire a more abstract
set of primitives that make synchronization independent from hard-
ware, and simple.

So, what is a synchronization construct, at its basic essence?
Synchronization constructs are used to control relative ordering of
actions on multiple timelines. Without a synchronization construct,
a given write on one timeline could be received by any one of
many different read operations on a different timeline, but reception
by the wrong read produces a wrong result. When one uses a
synchronization construct in code, the desire is for a particular write
to be received by a particular subset of reads. The construct controls
the relative order of operations on different timelines to make sure
that the particular write is received by the chosen read(s).

This requires forcing timelines to agree on a single point in time
such that they all agree on which actions are before versus after
that common point. In other words, if an action happens before the
common point on a given timeline, then after the point, all others
will see it as completed. Likewise, if an action happens after on a
given timeline, the others cannot see it before the common point.

We call such a common point atie-point. Such a tie-point is
established by using a combination of the primitive operations de-
fined by the tie-point model. The proto-runtime toolkit makes such
primitives available. The language implementor uses the primitive
operations to implement synchronization construct behavior.

Notice that all parallel constructs implemented via such tie-
point primitives appear at the same level in the software stack.
Ultra simple ones such as mutexes, semaphores, monitors, and
so on are siblings of complex ones such as Prolog’s AND-OR
style parallelism or a coordination language’s channels that match

wild-cards. All are implemented in terms of the same tie-point
primitives, which are in turn written with very low level code for
minimum overhead.

At this point in the paper, we expand on the tie-point model
and explain how it maps to primitives made available in the toolkit.
However, the reader is invited to skip to the section after it, which
starts with code examples of using the primitives, which are in-
spired by the tie-point model.

4. The tie-point model.
Our modularization of the runtime system is based on the notion of
a tie-point. Establishing a tie-point establishes an ordering among
operations on different timelines. Any synchronization construct
can be specified in terms of how it decides to establish tie-points,
hence, our toolkit facilitates the creation of them, exposing the calls
to primitives used to establish them. A tie-point is initiated by a
wrapper library function, then finalized by request handlers. The
handlers contain the logic of the parallelism construct and choose
when to complete a tie-point, and choose which candidate time-
lines get tied together by the common point. Our toolkit makes all
the tie-point related primitive operations available to the language
implementor. It directly implements the ones used by the wrapper
library, while the core controller implements the ones used by the
request handlers.

The value of a tie-point is that it acts as the necessary ingredient
to exhibit the behavior of a synchronization construct. In other
work, we are developing a formal definition along with a proof
that any synchronization construct that fits our definition can be
implemented via establishing tie-points. In this section, we provide
intuition about how the establishment of a tie-point causes the
control of communication between timelines that characterizes a
synchronization construct.

4.1 Timelines, parallel languages, and tie-points

A timeline is the common element in parallelism. By definition,
a parallel language or programming model has a way to create a
number of independent timelines. It then controls which timelines
actively progress relative to the others, in order to establish a de-
sired ordering among subsets of the actions on those timelines. A
tie-point is established by the control, it marks a common point
where relative ordering of events is defined among the timelines.
A synchronization construct is the programming command whose
execution brings a tie point into existence.

A timeline consists of a sequence of actions. A thread has a
timeline associated with it. However, the word thread has many
different meanings, such as in dataflow, in OS threads, and so on.
Normally, the term thread implies an execution model that uses
mutex acquire and release or similar. However, timeline does not
imply any execution model, nor any particular synchronization
constructs. It is just the notion of a sequence of actions, where each
step in the sequence has the accumulated history of past actions that
determine the context within which a given action takes place.

For example, take a thread library, which we consider a parallel
programming model (which is essentially just the runtime system
of a parallel language, stripped of the syntactic portion of the
language). The thread library provides a way to explicitly create
new timelines, where a thread has an associated timeline. The
library controls relative progress of timelines via the mutex acquire
and release commands, which “block”, meaning the associated
timeline suspends; it stops making forward progress. The release
in a different thread clears the block, which resumes the timeline.
That linkage between suspend and resume of different timelines is
the control the language exerts over which timelines are actively
progressing.
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4.2 Building up to tie-points

We build up to tie-points, starting with a look at the nature of
points on a single timeline, and using the running example of mutex
acquire and release.

Fig 4 shows OS thread A, which has associated timeline A. It
tries to acquire a mutex, M, by executing the acquire command
at point 1.S. Timeline A stops at point 1.S, suspended by the
command. Then something external to it happens, and the timeline
starts again at point 1.R. The timeline sees the gap as a single point.
From the code-execution viewpoint, the acquire command is one
step, one operation. hence the gap between 1.S and 1.R collapses
to a single point on the timeline, and is ordered relative to the other
operations on the timeline.

Figure 4: The timeline suspends at 1.S and resumes at 1.R. From
the viewpoint of the timeline, the gap collapses into a single point.

Next, Fig. 5 expands to two timelines: timeline A executes
acquire and timeline B executes release. The release still suspends
its timeline, B, but it quickly resumes again because it is not
blocked. However, the release also causes timeline A to resume!
The fact of the release happening on one timeline is what has
caused the end of the acquire on the other. This makes the two
collapsed points become tied together into a tie-point.

Figure 5: Two timelines with tied together “collapsed” points. Point
1 on timeline A forms a tie-point with point 2 on timeline B. It is
hidden activity that takes place inside the gaps that establishes a
causal relationship that ties them together.

Fig. 6 adds detail about how the release goes about causing the
end of the block on the acquire. It reveals a hidden timeline, which
is what executes the behavior of the acquire and release constructs.
As seen, the acquire command suspends its timeline, A, and also
sends a communication to the hidden timeline, which triggers the
behavior of the acquire command there. The behavior of the ac-
quire, on the hidden timeline, checks whether the mutex is free,
sees that it isn’t and so leaves timeline A suspended. Later, time-
line B performs release, which suspends it and sends a communi-
cation to the same hidden timeline. The hidden executes the release
behavior, which sees that timeline A is waiting for the release and
performs a special control action that resumes timeline A, followed
by doing the control action again to resume timeline B. It is inside
the hidden timeline that the acquire gets linked to the release, which
is what ties the constructs together.

The pattern of communications to and from the hidden timeline
establishes the ordering relationship among events before and after
the tied points. That implies a relation on the visibility of events, as
seen in Fig 7.

Figure 6: Two timelines with tied together “collapsed” points,
showing a hidden timeline that performs the behavior that ties the
points together. Vertical dashed lines represent communication sent
as part of the suspend action, and the curvy arrows represent spe-
cial control that causes resume of the target timelines. During the
gaps in timelines A and B, activity takes place in the hidden time-
line, which calculates that the timelines should be resumed, then
exercises the control to make resume happen.

Fig 7 shows the ordering relationship and the implied visibility
of operations between timelines that share a tie-point. Operations
that execute before the tie-point in the first timeline are visible in
the second after the tie-point, and vice versa. Likewise, operations
that execute after the tie-point in one timeline are not visible in
the other before the tie-point. Such an ordering satisfies the re-
quirements of a synchronization construct. It is stronger than some
synchronization constructs require, but enforcing such ordering is
never invalid, and so acts as a generic mechanism.

Figure 7: The visibility guarantees that result from a tie-point. It
shows which operations, such as writes, performed on one timeline
can be seen by the other timeline. These visibilities are equivalent
to establishing an order between events before the tied points versus
those after the tied points. Both timelines agree on what events are
before versus after the common tied point.

4.3 How a synchronization construct relates to tie-points

We state, here, clearly, what we mean by a “synchronization con-
struct”.

The top of Fig 8 shows two independent timelines, both perform
reads and writes within a machine that has coherent shared mem-
ory. The timelines have no relative ordering defined, so any write
on Timeline A can be received by any read of the same address on
Timeline B, and vice versa. This means that, in general, the use of
a variable that is read and written by both timelines will result in
non-deterministic behavior.

To control the behavior of writes and reads to the same address,
a common point must be established, which limits the “sliding” of
the timelines relative to each other. A synchronization construct is
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Figure 8: Depicts the meaning we adopt for ‘synchronization con-
struct’. One of them controls communications between timelines by
controlling the slide of timelines relative to each other. They imply
certain visibility between writes and reads on different timelines.

used for this. The net effect of such a construct is to establish a
common point that both timelines agree on. This common point
makes both timelines agree on which reads and writes complete
before the common point versus reads and writes after it.

4.3.1 Critical section example

For example, consider the case of a simple lock used to protect
a critical section. Refer to the middle of Fig 8. Here, the lock is
acquired by timeline B before entering the critical section. Any
writes performed on other timelines before the lock was granted
must be complete before the critical section starts, so that reads
performed inside the critical section see them.

The critical section ends by releasing the lock, which allows a
different timeline to acquire and enter the critical section. As seen
in the bottom of Fig 8, any writes performed by that new timeline
after it acquires the lock must not be visible to reads performed by
the old timeline before it released the lock. It may feel odd saying
something so obvious, because it is the intuitive meaning of a lock
and critical section!

With this intuition, we claim that a synchronization construct is
an operation preformed on a timeline, which is tied to another such
operation performed on a different timeline, the two creating a tie-
point together. We state a formal definition of a synchronization
construct in other work, and show that the properties of a tie-point
are always sufficient to enforce the ordering properties of such a
synchronization construct.

4.4 Primitives required to create tied points

Fig 6 showed how a tie-point can be generated. It was established
by a combination of primitive mechanisms. These include: 1) sus-
pend plus send; 2) a ‘hidden’ timeline that executes behavior in the
gaps; 3) resume called from that hidden timeline; and 4) enforcing
instruction completion relative to resume.

As an aside, notice that the primitives that establish a tie-point
do not involve any notion of dependency nor constraint on order
of execution. Rather it is the behavior code that runs on the hid-
den timeline that embodies notions such as dependency between
units of work, mutual exclusion, partial ordering of work, and

so on. However, the primitives do provide the notion of causal-
ity, the ordering implied by causality, and enforcing completion of
reads/writes.

The language supplies the behavior that executes on the hid-
den timeline, which then uses the resume primitive. The critical
decision is when to resume a suspended timeline. When the behav-
ior triggered by one construct chooses to resume the timeline sus-
pended by a different construct, that resume ties the two constructs
together into a tie-point. It is that decision making, of one timeline’s
construct choosing which other timeline’s construct to resume, that
implements the ordering semantics of a synchronization construct.

4.5 Proto-runtime implementation of tie-point primitives

The proto-runtime system treats a point on a timeline as a point
within the sequence of instructions executed by a CPU core. Sus-
pending a timeline is equivalent to saving the state of the core, in-
cluding the stack, which is the context of calls made up to that
point, and the program counter. Hence, when we say that we sus-
pend a timeline, we mean that we perform the steps of saving the
core’s current context into a data structure, from where it can be
later restored to the core.

The proto-runtime system has two entities that have their own
timeline associated: virtual processors and tasks. Internally, a VP or
task is a data structure that holds the information required to create
or restore a core’s context. A VP has its own stack, stack pointer,
and program counter, while a task only has the parameters to place
onto an externally provided stack, along with the pointer to a birth
function (that is because a task has no stack context when it starts,
leaves no stack context when it ends, and does not suspend). When
a VP suspends, the core’s registers are saved onto the VP’s stack,
while the VP data structure stores the stack pointer, frame pointer,
and program counter at which to resume.

There is a proto-runtime core controller context for each core
of the machine. The core alternates between being loaded with the
context of an application VP (or task), versus loaded with the core
controller context.

The core controller context is what provides the hidden timeline
abstraction. To get to it, the application calls a wrapper library
function, which creates a request data structure and fills it with
information about the wrapper call, for example a mutex, and the
request handler to use for the request. The wrapper then hands the
request structure to a proto-runtime primitive, which suspends the
application timeline and switches to the core controller timeline
(the hidden timeline). The core controller receives the request data.
The controller finds the handler inside the data and calls it, passing
it the request data to the handler. The handler thus runs inside the
core controller’s context, operating upon data from the wrapper
library.

This sequence is seen in Fig. 6, as the vertical dashed arrows.
The arrows are implemented by the toolkit’s “suspend and send
request” primitive. Fig. X shows the sequence it performs: first, the
request information that was packaged by the wrapper library is
made available via setting a pointer. Next, the application timeline
that is currently loaded into the core during the wrapper library call
is suspended, by saving the core registers into the VP data structure.
Lastly, the context of the core controller is swapped in, by loading
the core’s registers. The core controller then obtains the request
structure by reading the pointer.

While inside the proto-runtime context, on a given core, the
controller uses hardware mechanisms to enforce the single hidden
timeline abstraction. It executes request handlers from the language
plugin inside this abstraction, so all request handlers appear to run
in the same timeline. They are sequentialized within this timeline,
giving the plugin the illusion of running on a single core, and
allowing it to be written using a sequential mental model.
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A tie-point is created by a request handler when it chooses a
previously suspended timeline to resume, or start. The wrapper
library call that triggered the handler is tied to the wrapper library
call this is resumed. The two wrapper library calls form a tie-point.

The implementation of a synchronization construct comes down
to designing the sequence of request handlers that run in the hidden
timeline. They pass information to each other via a core controller
managed environment, and use that information to decide which
timelines must remain suspended and which to resume.

For example, the handler for acquire mutex has a mutex data
structure available in the hidden timeline environment, inspects it
to see whether it is currently owned, and if so, places a pointer to
the VP that invoked the handler into the mutex data structure. Later,
a release handler will inspect the mutex structure, see the waiting
VP, and resume it. That ties the acquire to the release, forming a
tie-point between their wrapper library calls.

The reason for having both VPs and tasks is a practical one,
as tasks are simpler, with less overhead, and many languages have
the semantics of short, atomic, units of work that are not intended
to suspend. Thus, tasks are treated differently inside the core con-
troller, and incur less overhead to create and run.

A special feature of the proto-runtime is that if a task happens
to execute a command from a programming model that causes
suspension, then the proto-runtime automatically converts that task
to a suspendible virtual processor. This supports the mixing of
different languages within the same program.

The request message carries information from the construct to
the hidden timeline. It may be the ID of a lock to acquire, or the
destination of a message. For example, the identity of a mutex that
a thread wishes to acquire is thus communicated from the wrapper
library to the request handler, across the context switch.

Because the proto-runtime tracks all the timelines, the end of a
timeline requires an explicit wrapper library call, which suspends
and switches to the proto-runtime core controller. The controller
performs internal bookkeeping related to the ending of the timeline,
and notes that the core is now free and offers the core to the plugin’s
Assigner function.

The proto-runtime controls the hardware, but offers free cores
to the Assigner. It responds by assigning a task or virtual proces-
sor to the core. The hidden timeline environment is available for
communicating which work is ready to execute, from the request
handlers to the Assigner, as described in detail in the next section.

5. Language Construct Implementation
To implement the constructs of a language, three separate bits of
code need to be written: 1) the wrapper library, which presents the
API that is called by application code, 2) The request handlers,
which run on the hidden timeline and implement the behavior of
the constructs, and 3) the assigner, which is presented with a free
core and must choose what work to execute next on that core.

We will work through a running example, starting from a high
level and then progressing ever downward into code details.

5.1 High Level Example of Construct Implementation

Our running example will be that of implementing acquire mutex
and release mutex. The semantics to be implemented are:

• Acquire Mutex: A thread calls the construct, and provides the
name of the mutex. If no thread owns the mutex, the calling
thread is given ownership and it continues to make progress.
However, if a different thread already owns the mutex, the
calling thread is put into a collection of waiting threads, and
stops making progress.

• Release Mutex: A thread calls the construct and provides the
name of the mutex, then continues. If the mutex has waiting

threads in its collection, then the next thread is taken out and
given ownership of the mutex. That thread is resumed, to once
again make progress.

In our implementation, we shall represent a mutex with a data
structure that has two fields: one holds the thread that currently
owns the mutex, the other field holds a queue of the threads that are
waiting to acquire the mutex.

The wrapper library will export an “acquire mutex” call, and
also a “release mutex” call. These wrapper functions have two
tasks 1) create arequest structureand save parameters in it, for
later use by the request handler, and 2) invoke a proto-runtime
primitive that suspends the virtual processor, switches context to
the proto-runtime core controller, and hands the request structure
to the proto-runtime, along with an indication of which request
handler to transfer the request to.

In our example, the request structure created by both wrapper
library functions will only contain the ID of a mutex instance.

We will have a request handler for acquire and another for
release. The wrapper library will indicate which of these should
be invoked. The proto-runtime core controller then invokes the
indicated request handler and passes it the request structure.

The proto-runtime core controller also passes a pointer to a pro-
tectedlanguage environmentto each request handler. This envi-
ronment is where the request handlers save all state that persists
between invocations of the request handlers. It is protected from
concurrent accesses, so the request handler code can be written as
if it is sequential code running on a single core.

The request handler must then retrieve the mutex instance, read
its state, and modify it. The acquire and release operations both
involve multiple reads and writes of the data structure, therefore an
instance must be protected from races between operations running
concurrently on different cores.

Proto-runtime handles this by providing a protectedsemantic
environmentin which to keep construct related data structures such
as the mutex instances. When the proto-runtime core controller
calls a request handler, it passes a pointer to the semantic envi-
ronment. The request handlers are required to treat all construct
related state as residing inside this environment, and behave as if it
only accesses that state via the pointer.

One request handler will modify instances reachable from the
environment, and those changes will be seen by handlers invoked
later. There is a well defined order of changes to this environment
state. This sequence of changes is how one request handler finds
a suspended VP that was saved inside this environment, and then
resumes it. That act, of one construct’s request handler resuming a
different construct, is how the two constructs become tied together.

The way the semantic environment is protected varies from
machine to machine, and is optimized based on hardware details.
The request handler is kept unaware. It only sees the semantic
environment through the pointer passed to it, and behaves as if that
environment is local to the request handler, owned by it.

5.2 Hands-on Example of Construct Implementation

To gain context, we look at starting up proto-runtime, creating a
process, and then calling the our construct in a sample application.

Fig 9 shows the main function of our application. It calls
PR start(), which initializes the proto-runtime core controller.
Then it callsPR create process, which creates a proto-runtime
process. This is analogous to creating a process in the OS. The OS
process is created with a main thread that comes into existence run-
ning themain function. The proto-runtime process is created with
a seed VP that comes into existence executing the process birth Fn.
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main( ... )
{ ...

<allocate ‘params’ structure>
...
PR__start();
process = PR__create_process( &process_birth_fn, params );
PR__wait_for_process_to_end( process );
... //display results, which are inside ’params’
PR__end();

}

Figure 9: code of amain function that invokes proto-runtime code

Fig 10 shows theprocess birth fn. It receives an ’executing
VP’ as an input, along with the ’params’ structure that was specified
in the process create call.

The function first executesvthread start, which initial-
izes the Vthread language environment inside the proto-runtime
core controller. It adds bookkeeping for the language to the proto-
runtime’s process structure. This structure separates the constraint
state of the language as used inside one process from the use of the
same language inside a different process.

process_birth_fn( void *data, VirtProcr *executingVP )
{ ...

vthread__start( executingVP );
...
<create data structure to hold params for thread 1>
<create data structure to hold params for thread 2>
<put some data to be processed into params structs>
mutex = vthread__create_mutex( executingVP );
thread1_params->mutex = mutex; //give thd the mutex
thread2_params->mutex = mutex;
thread1 = vthread__create_thread(

&thd_birth_fn, thread1_params, executingVP );
thread2 = vthread__create_thread(

&thd_birth_fn, thread2_params, executingVP );
vthread__join( thread1, executingVP ); //wait to end
vthread__join( thread2, executingVP );
PR__process_end( executingVP );

}

Figure 10: code of acquire-mutex request handler

Notice that an “executingVP” was passed in. The reason is that
vthread start is a wrapper library function that suspends the
VP that calls it. The suspend saves the CPU context into a VP data
structure. Later, the VP is resumed by restoring that saved context
from the VP structure back into the CPU. So, a call to a wrapper
library has to pass in the data structure of the VP whose context is
currently in the physical CPU. The suspend then saves the context
into that passed in VP structure.

Every birth function receives, as a parameter, the VP structure
associated with the context that is in the CPU during the time the
function is executing. The birth function and all descendant func-
tion calls pass that VP to any wrapper library calls they make. The
wrapper library then saves the CPU context into that VP structure
as part of suspending and switching to the proto-runtime context.

Returning to the example, next, the seed creates data structures
that it loads up with data representing work. It then creates two VPs
usingvthread create thread. The threads come into existence
running the indicated birth function.

The birth function is shown in Fig 11. The mutex ID is retrieved
from the parameter structure, then the wrapper library for mutex
acquire is called, passing it the mutex ID.

The wrapper library functionvthread acquire mutex is
shown in Fig 12. It does two things: it creates a request data struc-

void * thd_birth_fn( void *data, VirtProcr *executingVP )
{ ...

params = (MyThdParams *)data;
birth fn

... //do some work
mutex = params->mutex; //put into params by process birth fn
vthread__acquire_mutex( mutex, executingVP ); //synchronize
...

}

Figure 11: Code of the thread birth function.

ture and fills it with information, then it calls a proto-runtime prim-
itive. That suspends the virtual processor that is animating this
function call and switches context over to the proto-runtime core
controller. Note that the primitive is handed the request structure
and a pointer to the request handler.

void * Vthread__acquire_mutex( int mutexID, VirtProcr
*executingVP )

{ VthreadReq reqData;
reqData.mutex = mutexID;
reqData.suspVP = executingVP;
PR__suspend_and_send_request( &reqData,

&acquire_handler );
}

Figure 12: Code of acquire mutex wrapper library function.

The primitive is implemented with assembly code that saves the
physical CPU’s stack pointer, frame pointer, and program counter,
and saves the CPU’s registers on the stack. It then inserts into the
CPU’s stack register and frame register the values for the proto-
runtime core controller, and does a jump to the first instruction of
the proto-runtime code. The primitve also writes the pointers to
the request data and request handler into a location that the proto-
runtime core controller will read.

After the proto-runtime core controller is done, there is similar
assembly code that restores the stack, frame pointer, and registers
of a VP back into the CPU and jumps to the next instruction for
that VP.

This assembly is how a timeline is suspended, and how it is
resumed. The VP is the timeline, saving it’s context is suspending
it, and restoring its context is resuming it. Note that resuming
the VP is experienced by the library code as a return from the
primitive suspend-and-send call. Execution continues from that
point. The request handlers inside the proto-runtime core controller
decide how much time elapses between calling the primitive and
’return’ from it. The timing is chosen by the request handlers such
that synchronization constraints are satisfied at the time execution
resumes.

Once the proto-runtime context is executing, it has the request
structure and pointer to request handler available. It calls the re-
quest handler, and passes to it the pointer to the request structure
and also a pointer to the language environment for the Vthread lan-
guage (which was earlier created byvthread start). The proto-
runtime core controller uses hardware-specific means to protect the
language environment, giving the request handler the illusion of
running on a single core machine.

Fig 13 shows the code of the request handler. It gets the mu-
tex data structure out of the language environment, then checks
whether the mutex is owned. If not, it sets the invoking VP as the
current owner and makes that VP ready to be resumed. Otherwise,
it pushes the invoking VP into the queue of VPs waiting to acquire
the mutex, which makes the VP remain suspended.
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handle_acquire( VthreadReq *reqData, VthreadLangEnv *langEnv )
{ int mutexID = reqData->mutex;

VthreadMutex *mutex = langEnv->mutexes[mutexID];
if( mutex->owner == NULL ) //make suspVP owner
{ mutex->owner = reqData->suspVP

PR__make_VP_ready( reqData->suspVP ); //ready to resume
}

else //push suspended VP into mutex’s Q of waiting VPs
pushQ( reqData->suspVP, mutex->waitersQ );

}

Figure 13: code of acquire-mutex request handler

These changes to the mutex data structure remain in the lan-
guage environment and are seen by other request handlers. At some
point a different VP will call the mutex release wrapper library
function. The request handler invoked by it will pop the VP that
was pushed in this call, and then set the VP as the owner and make
it ready to resume.

It is this interaction, via the language environment, that connects
the wrapper library call in one VP to the wrapper library call in a
different VP. This connection is what ties the two wrapper library
invocations together into a shared tie-point. The tie is created by
one wrapper library call making ready the suspended VP from
a different wrapper library call. The proto-runtime make-ready
primitive is the mechanism that establishes the tie.

Referring back to Fig 6, the hidden timeline is the proto-runtime
context, and the activity on it is the request handler, and the “con-
trol” arrow is the request handler invoking the make-ready primi-
tive.

This, then is how a language implementor goes about creat-
ing the behavior of its parallelism constructs. They create wrap-
per library calls, which load data into request structures and call
the proto-runtime suspend-and-send primitive. Then they creates
request handlers that save suspended VP structures inside the lan-
guage environment. Those saved VPs later get made ready by a
handler invoked from a different VP. The handler calculates that
the constraints on a stored VP have been satisfied, and invokes the
make-ready primitive for that previously suspended VP. Thus the
two wrapper library calls on the two VPs are tied together into a
tie-point, which satisfies the ordering semantics of the construct.

5.3 Assigner

The proto-runtime make-ready primitive does not actually resume
any VPs. It only marks the VP as a candidate for being resumed.
The way a VP becomes resumed is through the Assigner module.

When a wrapper library is called, the VP whose context was in
the CPU is swapped out, and the proto-runtime context is swapped
in. The proto-runtime sets about processing the request sent by the
wrapper library. Once done, it then has to decide which VP context
to swap in to the CPU next. This is where the Assigner comes in.

The proto-runtime code runs separately on each core. It has a
data structure that represents the core that it is running on. When
it is done with the request handling, it picks a language, calls the
Assigner function for that language, and passes the core representa-
tion and the language environment to the Assigner. All of the ready
VPs and tasks have been stored inside the language environment.

The Assigner function chooses from among the ready VPs and
tasks, using an algorithm of the language implementor’s choice,
then calls a proto-runtime primitive that inserts the chosen VP or
task into the data structure representing the core. After return from
the Assigner, the proto-runtime core controller calls assembly code
that switches the CPU context to whatever VP or task is inside the
core data structure.

One ultra simple choice for Assigner algorithm is to simply keep
the VPs and tasks in queues. Code for this is shown in Fig 14. It first
pops the queue of tasks. If it got something, it calls a proto-runtime
primitive that inserts that task into the core. Else it pops the VP
queue, and if got something from that, calls a primitive to insert
that VP into the core. If both fail, it returns failure.

vthread_assigner( VthreadLangEnv *langEnv, PRCore *core )
{ assignSlv = readPrivQ( langEnv->slaveReadyQ );

if( assignSlv != NULL )
{ PR__assign_slave_to_core( assignSlv, core );

return SUCCESS;
}

else
return FAIL;

}

Figure 14: code of simple Assigner

6. Putting it all together: implementation details
of the core controller

We want to turn now to putting all the pieces together, showing full
detail of the implementation, so that the concepts become clear.
This means revealing implementation details. However, before do-
ing so, some readers may jump to the conclusion that there is only
one best implementation, and will rightly claim that what we show
may be good on some hardware, but it is a terrible solution on other
hardware. They would be right. So we preface this section by point-
ing out the difference between the value of the API and general
approach versus the value of any one particular implementation on
one particular hardware platform. The beauty of the approach is
that it is purposely designed to have many different implementa-
tions, all at the same time, each one best for a small segment of
hardware. Thus, criticism that the simple implementation we show
here is bad on many hardware platforms is both correct and misses
the point.

The proto-runtime API contains calls for use within the appli-
cation code, the wrapper library, request handers, and the assigner.
The implementation of these calls is split between the toolkit and
the core controller, which are distributed separately. The toolkit
contains header files and static libraries, which remain the same
across most machines, while the core controller is a dynamic li-
brary, the implementation of which changes often between ma-
chines. The full set of calls, including the primitives and their se-
mantics, can be found on the proto-runtime web site [].

There is a subset of the API that is used for the purpose of cre-
ating a language’s runtime system. We term this subset theproto-
runtime primitives. These include the tie-point creation primitives
noted in Section 4.4. They are used inside a wrapper library to save
the current context into a VP structure and switch over to the core
controller, and are also used inside the request handlers to do things
like make a VP ready to have its context restored to a core. We show
one implementation of these in action throughout this section.

The implementation of these primitives can take many different
approaches, and many of the primitives are even suitable for direct
hardware implementation. The approach that works best depends
on the hardware details. Hence, there exists no definitive imple-
mentation approach for the proto-runtime core controller, nor for
the primitives.

Here, we describe several possibilities then give the approach
we used for single socket (AKA single chip) multi-core, coherent
shared memory machines. Despite its simplicity, it has been mea-
sured to be the best approach on this hardware seen so far.
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6.1 Possible architectures and approaches

The choice of implementation approach for the core controller is
determined mainly by performance considerations. From a perfor-
mance standpoint, the most discriminating feature of hardware is
the memory system, whether it has coherent shared memory, non-
coherent shared memory, or distributed memory. The second most
discriminating feature is the nature of the communication between
cores, especially latency, and variations due to the hierarchy in the
hardware.

On a multi-core coherent shared memory machine, two main
approaches to core controller execution are available. One is to
designate a single core as the “manager” core, and exclusively
execute the proto-runtime core controller on that core. The other
approach is to run a separate copy of the core controller on every
core, and then coordinate among them.

For single socket coherent shared memory hardware, we chose
to run a separate copy of the proto-runtime core controller on each
core.

6.2 Walk through of execution on a multi-core machine

To understand the implementation of the primitives, it may be help-
ful to understand the time sequence of execution, with a walk
through of an example. Each activity in the figure has a correspond-
ing line in the sample code in Sec. 5.

Fig 15 shows the sequence of calls and context switches. The
figure starts at the left, showing application code being performed
in an application VP’s context. As seen, the code calls a synchro-
nization construct, and enters the wrapper library for it. The wrap-
per library then calls the proto-runtimesend and suspend prim-
itive, which accepts request data, suspends the VP, switches to the
core controller context, and hands the request data to the core con-
troller code. The context switch is represented as the vertical ar-
row pointing down. The request data is communicated by setting a
pointer in a fixed location.

Inside the core controller code, we chose to protect shared core
controller data structures with a global lock. This choice can vary
between machines. This lock also protects the language environ-
ments, so that access is serialized among the cores. It turns out that
protection of internal runtime state has different best practices than
protection of the work data that forms application computations.
A global lock implemented with an atomic instruction, in this case
CAS, proves to have the highest measured runtime overhead perfor-
mance versus the alternatives tried, on low core count single chip
coherent shared memory machines. The rule of thumb that a global
lock is bad for performance proves to not apply to internal runtime
state on this hardware, as supported by measurements seen in Sec
7.

Figure 15: The sequence of calls and context switches, starting in
application code, going into a call to a synchronization construct’s
wrapper library, switching over to the controller, and eventually
back to application code.

After the lock is acquired, the core controller gets the request
data and uses the pointer inside it to call the request handler func-
tion. It finds the language environment for that request type and
gives a pointer to that environment to the request handler. Because
it is running inside the lock, the handler can simply use sequential
reasoning to implement its functionality.

The request handler accesses data in the lang env and modifies
it, then returns to the core controller. Next, the controller chooses a
language whose runtime has work ready and calls that language’s
Assigner. It passes the Assigner the lang env for that language,
which contains some data structure that holds VPs ready to be
resumed.

The Assigner function, supplied by the language implementor,
looks in the data structure of ready VPs, which was populated
by request handlers, which determined that these VPs are free of
constraints and ready to be resumed. The Assigner picks one of
these ready VPs and calls a proto-runtime primitive that inserts a
pointer to the VP data structure into a fixed spot. Then the Assigner
returns to the core controller.

The core controller then releases the lock and calls the assembly
code that performs the context switch. It passes the pointer to
the VP that was chosen by the Assigner, and the assembly code
switches the physical CPU over to the context stored in that VP data
structure. This context switch is seen as the vertical arrow going up.

The result of the context switch is that execution resumes inside
the proto-runtime primitive that did the suspend. It returns, back
into the wrapper library code that called the primitive. That returns
back into the application code, as seen at the right of the figure.

Figure 16: context switching between core controllers and Appli-
cation VPs or ‘Idle’ VPs. The vertical arrows are context swtiches,
the horizontal sections are segments during which one of the con-
texts is animated, and the color indicates which physical CPU core
is doing the animating. An application VP can be animated by ei-
ther core, but a core controller context is one-to-one with a physical
core, and is only ever animated by that core.

Fig 16 shows an illustrative pattern of context switches on a
two core machine. Red represents one CPU core, and green the
other. Vertical lines represent context switches. Note that in places
where both cores are inside the core controller context, one of the
contexts must wait to acquire the global lock (in this particular
implementation for this hardware).

Fig 17 adds dotted lines that represent the communication of
changes made to the language environment. The changes are com-
municated from one core controller invocation to the next. One re-
quest handler invocation makes changes inside the langauge envi-
ronment, which are passed to the next request handler invocation,
which may be on the same core or on a different core.

The language environment is the means by which the request
handler invocations communicate with each other. So it is the
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means by which the cores communicate changes in constraint state
to each other.

Figure 17: The same figure, with dotted lines added, which indicate
communication of changes in the language environment, from one
invocation of a core controller context to the next. The changes are
made by the request handler and Assigner.

Figure 18: Shows context switches together with a blow up of one
portion, where the detailed flow of calls and context switching can
be seen.

Imagine 4 cores. And imagine two tasks, task1 and task2. Task1
produces a result, and task2 takes that result as input. Therefore,
task2 cannot start execution until task1 completes. This fact is
represented as the contents of a data structure that in turn is inside
the language environment.

Now, task1 is executing on core1. It finishes, and invokes the
“end of work” wrapper library call. This switches context to the
proto-runtime core controller on core1. That instance in turn en-
sures atomic ownership of the language environment, and passes
the environment to the request handler for “end of work”. The re-
quest handler is still running on core1.

The request handler looks inside the language environment, sees
that task1 is the propendent of task2, and so it knows that task2 is
now free to start execution. It places a pointer to task2 into a queue
of ready to run tasks. The queue is inside the language environment.

Now, the state of the language environment has been changed
by the request handler running on core1. The dependency between
task1 and task2 is gone, and a pointer to task2 is now inside a queue
of ready-to-run tasks.

Later, work on core3 suspends, and switches over to the proto-
runtime core controller there. That core controller performs request
handling, and when done, it calls the Assigner function. The core
controller gains atomic access to the language environment and
gives the environment to the Assigner. The Assigner then looks in
the environment, finds the queue of ready to run tasks, and pops
it. Out comes a pointer to task2. The Assigner then calls the proto-
runtime primitive that sets task2 as the next work for core3.

When the Assigner returns, the proto-runtime core controller
then performs a context switch, switching itself out, and switching
in the work that was assigned to the core. Execution of task2
then proceeds on core3. Task2 continues there until it performs a
wrapper library call, which then switches to proto-runtime, and so
on.

6.3 What needs to be implemented

The toolkit provides an implementation of the assembly language
code that saves the

-] Save current context into VP data structure -] receive request
struct, update counts of live work, transform suspended task into
suspended VP, call request handler, pick a process, and a language,
call assigner for it. Provide means to set and get lang-specific info
attached to a VP and a task.

-] Show VP data structure, explain the fields

6.4 Code details

The core controller

6.4.1 Performance related issues

A few items to note about the example. First, the example describes
only one of many different possible implementations of the proto-
runtime interface. In particular, multiple choices are available for
assuring atomicity of access to the shared language environment.
Atomicity could be assured via a global lock (which itself has
many possible implementations), or via transactional memory, or
the language environment state could be managed using distributed
style quorum techniques. In practice, each hardware platform has
to be carefully measured and the details of the protection scheme
adapted to it.

Such an atomic access to shared state can be implemented
on distributed memory systems. However, that simple interface
may suffer performance issues for distributed memory systems and
for large shared memory systems. For example, when the latency
for inter-core communication has wide variation, depending upon
which two cores communicate, then performance of the runtime
system could be improved by adopting an interface that explicitly
exposes the existence of multiple cores to the plugin. An extension
is being researched to make this more complex model optionally
visible to the plugin.

7. Measurements
To verify the claims regarding high performance as well as high
productivity, we provide runtime overhead measurements in§7.1
and implementation time measurements in§7.3
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7.1 Overhead Measurements

For the following overhead measurements, we use a 1 socket 4-core
2.4Ghz machine, and a 4 socket by 10 core each machine.

We do not measure application performance related to effective-
ness of work placement, because we have not yet taken advantage
of the opportunity to use language information to predict locality.
That research is in progress and will be reported in a future paper.

7.1.1 Vthread Versus Highly Tuned Posix Threads

Measurements shown in Fig 19 indicate that the proto-runtime
approach has lower overhead than the current highly tuned Linux
thread implementation. For a single socket 4 core machine, OS
threads have roughly 5x higher overhead than the equivalent proto-
runtime implementation of pthreads’ mutex acquire and release
constructs. On a 4 socket by 10 core each machine, OS threads
start at roughly 50x higher overhead. There is no viable user-level
thread package to compare against because user-level M to N thread
packages sit on top of OS threads, using OS thread constructs to
implement user-level thread constructs, defeating the purpose.

7.1.2 VCilk Versus Cilk 5.4

In §we give numbers that indicate that the proto-runtime toolkit is
also competitive with Cilk

– VCilk vs Cilk: laptop and server on fibonacci (benchmarks
from Albert)

7.1.3 VSs Versus StarSs (also known as OMPSs)

Figure 20 shows a given experiment performed twice, once with
the Nanos runtime, which is part of the official OMPSs distribu-
tion, and a second time with a proto-runtime based runtime. In an
experiment, several runs are performed. The total work is the same
for each run, but each run divides the work into a different num-
ber of tasks. To the left of the graph is a large number of small
tasks, to the right is a small number of larger tasks. The Nanos ex-
periment, on the left, shows that the overhead grows as task size
shrinks, while the proto-runtime experiment, on the right, shows a
much smaller overhead.

This indicates that the proto-runtime implementation achieves
similar performance on the actual work, but has much lower over-
head than the Nanos runtime. The Nanos runtime required many
man-months to develop and tune, while the proto-runtime version
was completed in two weeks of part time effort.

(a) Nanos based runtime, shows the
classic curve at small task sizes, in-
dicating the overhead.

(b) Proto-runtime based runtime.
Shows much less overhead at small
task size.

Figure 20: Execution time with Nanos versus proto-runtime. The
total work is the same in all runs. To the left, tasks are smaller, so
more tasks total, causing overhead to grow larger.

7.2 VReo vs Java based Reo

The Reo language’s runtime system was implemented using Java
and its multi-threading constructs. This gave poor performance
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(a) Ratio of total work time + total overhead versus just total work
time. The ratio is 2 when overhead of one sync construct is equal to
one task time. The four traces for Vthread all lie on top of each other
at the bottom of the figure. Machine has 1 socket with 4 cores.

(b) Machine with 4 socket x 10 cores each. The four traces for
Vthread again lie on top of each other at the bottom of the figure.
The pthreads traces first intercept the 2x line at around 40,000 cycles,
which implies roughly 50x higher overhead than Vthread.

Figure 19: Measuring overhead of mutex acquire and mutex release
in Vthread and pthread. The total work time remains the same in
all runs, but that total work is split into an ever larger number of
ever smaller tasks. One acquire or release construct is executed for
every task, incurring overhead. The curve shows the ratio of total
work + total overhead versus just total work. Moving to the left,
the tasks become small, so the number of tasks required to perform
the work grows large, so the number of sync constructs executed
is large, hence the total overhead grows larger. The ratio is 2 when
overhead of one sync construct is equal to one task time.

due to the poor fit between Reo’s execution model and the multi-
threading model, forcing a large number of threads to be used to
implement Reo circuit behavior. The proto-runtime version is two
orders of magnitude faster, as indicated in Fig. 21
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Table 1: Hours to design, code, and test each language’s runtime
system. L.O.C. is lines of (original) C code written.

SSR Vthread VCilk HWSim VSs Reo
Design 19 6 3 52 6 14
Code 13 3 3 32 12 18
Test 7 2 2 12 5 10
L.O.C. 470 290 310 3000 780 920

Figure 21: Performance on the same benchmark for two versions of
the Reo runtime, one implemented with Java, the other with proto-
runtime.

7.3 Development Time Measurements

Here, in Table 1, we summarize the time to develop the runtime
systems for a variety of languages. During development, we tracked
time spent to design, code, and debug an initial working version.
The results are shown in the same order we created them, with SSR
the first. As we gained experience, design and coding became more
efficient. These are hours spent at the keyboard or with pen and
paper, and don’t include think time during other activities in the
day.

For comparison, Nanos, the runtime system for OMPSs re-
quired several man-months to implement and tune, versus two
weeks part-time for proto-runtime, and that higher effort achieves
slightly worse performance. The sophisticated Cilk runtime that
ships with the MIT distribution required man-years of effort, ver-
sus a few hours for proto-runtime, but is much more sophisticated
and does have better overhead. The previous Reo runtime required
roughly twice the effort, but was based on Java, which in turn sits
on OS threads. It consumes dozens of times more overhead.

8. Related Work
In Table 2 we summarize how proto-runtime compares to particular
other approaches of implementing runtime systems. The criteria for
comparison are: level of effort to implement the runtime, effort to
port the runtime, runtime performance, and support for application
performance. The implementation approaches are: posix threads,
modifying the existing libGomp code distributed as open source
for the OpenMP implementation, modifying the Nanos runtime
distributed for the OMPSs (StarSs) language, and using hardware
primitives to make a custom runtime, such as for Cilk 5.4. Proto-
runtime is the only approach that scores high in all measures.

Gathering precise numbers for such implementation activities
proves impractical. These ratings are based on discussions with im-
plementors of other runtime systems, judgements stated informally
in articles and on discussion groups, and personal experience.

Table 2: Shows how well particular implementation approaches
score in the measures important to implementors of runtime sys-
tems. On the left are the implementation approaches. At the top are
the types of measure. In a cell is the score on the measure for the
approach. One plus is the lowest score, indicating the implementa-
tion approach is undesirable, 5 indicates the highest desirability.

Runtime Creation impl. porting runtime application.
ease ease perf. perf.

OS Threads +++ ++ + +
Mod. LibGomp +++ ++ +++ +++

Mod. Nanos + + ++++ ++++
HW instrs. (Cilk) + + +++++ +++++

Proto-runtime +++++ +++++ ++++ +++++

Using OS Threads involves implementing the target runtime
system on top of the existing OS thread (or alternative such as TBB)
runtime system. In this case, the target language runtime runs on
top of the lower-level runtime. This places control of work place-
ment inside the lower-level runtime, blocking the language, which
hurts application-code performance due to the inability to use data
locality. In addition, OS threads have operating system overhead
and OS-imposed fairness requirements, which keeps runtime per-
formance poor as seen in Section 7.1.1.

This forces the implementation to manage concurrency explic-
itly, using constructs from the lower-level runtime such as mutexes.
Hence, implementation effort is only middle for this approach.

Porting in this approach can be low effort, but only at the
expense of losing yet more performance and worsening over-
head. Most language runtime systems have parameters and de-
sign choices that will benefit from being tuned for the hardware
specifics. Hence, it scores only fair on porting effort as well.

Moving on to libGomp. Some language researchers start with
this code base because of its very simple structure, which makes
it relatively easy to modify, especially for simple languages. How-
ever, it provides no services such as debugging or performance tun-
ing, and it has no modularization or reuse across languages benefits.
As the price of the simplicity, performance suffers, as seen in the
experiments on OpenMP []. Also, re-writes of the programming
model’s runtime are required for each platform in order to tune it to
hardware characteristics. However, because the runtime is directly
modified, the language gains control over placement of work, en-
abling good application performance, if the extra effort is expended
to take advantage.

Nanos is the runtime system for the OMPSs (StarSs) language.
The code is extensive and modifying it proved a daunting task,
which prompted the creation of the proto-runtime based version.
The performance comparison shows that proto-runtime achieves
better (lower) overhead.

Lastly, we consider the alternative of writing a custom runtime
from scratch, using hardware primitives such as the Compare And
Swap (CAS) instruction, or similar atomic read-modify-write in-
structions. This approach requires the highest degree of implemen-
tation effort, and has the worst portability across hardware. How-
ever, if sufficient effort is expended on tuning, it can achieve the
best runtime performance and equal the best performance of appli-
cation code. So far, the gap has proven small between highly tuned
language-specific custom runtime performance and that of systems
based on proto-runtime. Cilk 5.4 gained the benefit of man-years of
effort, and is a very simple system, which allows highly tuned im-
plementation that directly uses hardware atomic instructions. Both
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Nanos and Cilk count as custom runtime systems. Proto-runtime
versions have higher overhead than Cilk 5.4, but lower than Nanos,
so proto-runtime scores 4 pluses, while full custom scores 5.

Putting this all together, Table 2 shows that the proto-runtime
toolkit scores the highest in all categories except overhead, and
ranks second in that category. It is the only option that scores high
in all of the measures. It makes initial language implementation
fast, as well as reduces porting effort, while keeping runtime per-
formance high and enabling high application performance.

9. Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown how the proto-runtime approach modularizes par-
allel runtime code, in a way that appears applicable to any language
or execution model. It isolates the hardware-specific portion from
language behavior as well as from the language-driven placement
of work onto resources, via a clean interface.

The modularization reduces the effort of implementing a new
language. It causes the low level hardware portion to be reused
by each language. And, the behavior implementation is simplified,
by handling shared state inside the proto-runtime and exporting a
sequential interface for the behavior module to use. Evidence of
effort reduction was supplied by measurements of implementation
effort, and low overhead was verified by head to head comparisons.

Although we didn’t measure it, we indicated how the assign-
ment module enables increased application performance due to
giving the language direct control over placement of work. It al-
lows the language to take advantage of data affinity or application-
generated communication patterns implied by source code.

Much work remains on the proto-runtime approach, including:

• Extending the interface to handle distributed memory and hier-
archical hardware, as well as heterogeneous machines.

• Extending the interface to offer genericized hardware informa-
tion for the work-assignment module’s use, in a way that re-
mains constant across many hardware configurations yet ex-
poses the necessary information relevant to performance.

• Implementing work assigners that take advantage of language
and application knowledge to improve placement of work to
gain higher application performance.

• Exploring the proto-runtime approach to portability.
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